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Divinity original sin 2 new player guide

Divinity: The complexity of original Sin 2 can initially be frightening, and not everything is explained in detail. The good news is that many early decisions can be made back, you will have the opportunity to respec later in the game, but just getting through the first few fights can be rough, even in classic mode. To fix your nerves, we've collected some tips to
help ensure you're ready for adventure by the time you leave Fort Joy. (As for, here's our guide to all the ways in and out of Fort Joy if you need additional recommendations.) Small spoilers ahead for the first few hours, of course. These tips were last updated on September 29.Pick origin characterOriginal Sin 2 rugged character creator allows you to come up
in the way of all heroes and weirdos, but in the richest experience you absolutely want to choose one of the characters of origin. They are just as adaptable as any other character you can do, but comes with a history of origin, an additional voice and your own personal quests. Those you don't choose become companions who can join you. That said, don't
fret too much if you want to play like your character. You can initiate a dialogue with nonpartisan NCAs using any of your party members, which means that you will have the opportunity to experience some of their unique dialog options if you want. It's not quite the same, but you'll be able to follow your stories anyway, and you'll pick up new character tags
during your adventures that give your custom character a little unique personality. Get your country's doctorWhen you recruit new party members, you have the option to assign them different class presets than the default ones. If your character does not have any healing abilities, it is worth asking one of them to take on the role of a clerk. Money is short
early in the game, so relying on potions to heal it will be difficult to afford new armor and weapons. The original Sin Class 2 system is very flexible, so don't worry if you want your chosen doctor to be something down the line. As a clergyman they will get points for Hydrosophist and Necromancer, both of whom support many cool, non-healing-related spells.
And you can completely change your specialization down the line and, say, build them into unscrupulous if you want. How to make money and gear upFirst, click on everything. You never know what and what is important to The Original Sin 2 at first glance. Every NPC can be a potential quest-giver, holder of important knowledge, or maybe they just have
some hilarious jokes they are waiting to rattle off. And a casual piece of tattoo you'll find on the beach or an otherwise empty barrel may be the key to solving the mystery, or maybe it's just worth a few squid to the right buyer (but think carefully before selling items that might be quest-related). If it is not red, you can snag without attack for Basically, you want
to behave like an adventure game. Also, don't forget to complete your quests. Even a simple thing, a thing, Talking down a few bandits can cause you to earn experience, gold and stuff, but you have to go talk to the quest giver to get your reward. Check your log to see if you have outstanding searches. All that said, the money will be strained for some time.
Quality armor and weapons are hard to come to early play. To help a little, check out what your party has at the highest bartering level, and make sure they're cozy up to the traders and get their good side, even saving 20 gold here and being worth it. You can trade with many NPC, even if they do not offer If NPC is marked as a trader, you will not always be
able to get to the trading screen through dialogue. Even if you are in good conditions and have previously missed gold with them, they will sometimes get stuck repeating one line of dialog or simply stop offering, which can be frustrating if you haven't noticed the easily missed button on the top left side of the dialog box (see screenshot above). Click it to open
the trading screen. Save money lockpicks, get skeletonIf you're not going to play as a fane, undead origin character, then you should at least have it as a companion. He's in great company, is the source of biting sarcasm and camp, the threat of pantomime, and his bone digits are unexpectedly handy. Fane, and indeed any undead character, is the key to
walking a skeleton, can use your fingers to unlock doors and breasts if they have the right skill level. Get pet pal talentSO if you have pet pal talent (or someone in your country does), you can chat with animals, and it's not just laughs, animals often offer tips, spill secrets and sometimes give quests. These conversations are also the source of many great
moments of character. Anyone can get pet pal talent, and you can also choose it through character creation. If you employ the Red Prince, he has it by default. Protect the black cat As for the animals, you will find yourself after a black cat early. It can't be undermined by combat, but if you go past the guards in front of the gate to Fort Joy Prison, east of the
camp, one of the archers will kill an innocent kitty. Keep him alive, however, and when you escape from the camp, he will join the country as a summons, allowing you to pass places with him in battle. Make liberal use of quicksaveDivinity: Original Sin 2 is difficult. Even by default in Classic Mode, battles are brutal, and in the first action you will often find your
squishy party a little underprepared. Resurrection scrolls are also incredibly expensive, although sometimes you can rob them. This didn't help the auto-recording feature, which starts with the start of the battle, rather than earlier, so you won't be able to prepare better. So when you think you're going to duke it out, click that quicksave button. It's also a good
idea to quickly enter a new area, or embark on any important quest Unless you go to one life, no take-backsies game (in which case we we you) you will see that what you say and do can have major consequences that you may want to withdraw. Retreat is fine, and especially if you avoid saving, you can always run. When the symbol is outside the enemy
range, you can click to run, and they will respawn at the nearest road point. In the middle of the battle can be difficult far enough from enemies, so it is worth investing in tricks that facilitate escape. Teleportation, flight and tactical retreat ability are all a blessing when you just need to get the hell out of there. The environmental impact of a comfortable and
deadly march often won by a group best able to manipulate the environment with magic and elemental weapons. Throw rain on a group of enemies, and then spell, which applies to the chill, and you may end up with frozen enemies and slippery surfaces. These environmental effects make big traps and obstacles, but they can help you and interfere with the
enemies. Necromancer, for example, can make it rain blood and then throw a spell of healing that absorbs all the scores to increase their vitality. And do not forget: undead characters cure from poison. Be careful not to inadvertently do them any service (unless it's Fane), leaving a poison score around. You can use healing abilities to do them harm as well.
Grab a bedroll as soon as possibleWhen healing potions and spells are important when you are fighting, the best way to heal at battle time is to quickly take a nap. This is possible only if there is a bed nearby, and you will not find many of them in the wild. That is why it is so important to take the first bed you encounter. You will be able to take with you
everywhere, and clicking on it treats each character almost instantly. You will find it in the first beach area near the entrance to Fort Joy, on a ruined wall. There's also a shovel. You should grab the shovel. Do not forget to turn the cameraIt looks so obvious, but it's easy to forget that you can rotate the camera to get a clearer view of the area you're marching
through. Often the angle can hide entrances, caves, chests and secret paths, which become clear when you change your perspective. I spent about 30 minutes looking for a cave, only to discover that I had passed it a dozen times, but before I changed the camera, I just saw the mountain behind it. It's not a bad idea to have a character with high wits, or how
they'll summon secrets when they see them. Divinity: The original Sin 2 is so wide and elaborate that even with this list, there will be a lot for you to learn, but the most important lesson is just to experiment. This can mean using teleportation to spell creatively loot corpses that are inaccessible, for example. If it seems that you can do something, there is a
good chance that you can, so you can also try. Newcomers to Larian Studios and their divinity: The original Sin series may find itself surprised at its depths After all, both original sin and divinity: Original Sin 2 is not only a compelling story, but also a very intoxicating game. In addition, players can arm their characters with a variety of equipment, talents and
skills that can make them very unique individuals in rivellon's game world. Unfortunately, these elements make the Original Sin 2 a little overwhelming at first. For newcomers in the game they can feel overwhelmed by how many skills their characters can have. How can enemies also use skills of their own, just how should players set up their own party?
Fortunately, some skills acquired at the beginning of the game are perfect for starting players. In addition, these skills are good at teaching players early on just how flexible the game's fighting system can be. Just what are these skills that are favorable for newcomers? 10 Restoration of both newcomers and RPG veterans and in turn based strategy knows
that any offensive strategy is useless without falling. In the case of the original Sin 2, the game boasts a variety of offensive and defensive abilities. But players should remember recovery is just as important to any battle, especially when this game allows all their NPCs to be able to use magic as well. Fortunately, The Original Sin 2 offers a solution in early
restoration form. In addition to the fact that one turn is a treatment, it also eliminates the poisonous and bleeding effect. Players can get this from Margo and Rezik Fort Joy. 9 First aid first aid is a convenient alternative to restoration, especially since it eliminates many debuffs. Although it does not cure as much as restoration, it can eliminate the disease,
poisoned, burning, bleeding, silence, blind, knocked down, and crippled effects. It also gives impetus to strength, finesse and intelligence through rested status. Players can get this skill out of butter at Fort Joy. This skill especially helps archers who have blind status, so they can not attack from afar. In addition, it can also be harmed by the undead. 8
Teleportation New Original Sin 2 players can understand that the Telekinesis option provides many game options, especially in combat. Players can drag or throw objects around to create a cap, cause explosions, and many other hijinks with the game environment. However, they can enhance this by teleportation, which basically allows players to move both
in objects and in symbols. Players can gain this skill early through teleportation gloves when they teleporter quests. Although more powerful gloves will appear afterwards, players should probably keep these gloves, because they are very comfortable. For example, they can teleport a melee to enemies from the country, and even force weaker opponents to
suddenly be the next melee fighter. 7 Fossil Strike Original Sin 2 presents very flexible and dynamic battlefields, with many objects that interact with each other. Players see it early when the game shows them how certain objects and skills are cause oil barrels - or oil in general - to explode. Thanks to the fossil strike, players have a convenient tool that not
only harms opponents, but also creates an oil field below them. Oil alone slows down enemies by reducing their AP points. However, what's great with oil is that it can also be ignited, be it along with pyromancer spells, flaming arrows, or even a grenade. 6 Peace Of Mind Beginners Original Sin 2 should start reminding yourself that versatility is the key to any
battle. It's not always the best skill that wins fights, it outpaces opponents. Thanks to the tranquility, players can see most of the fights through without a hit if they use this skill right. This skill, which can be purchased from Stingtail Fort Joy, removes the Mad, Enraged, Sleeping, Taunted, Charmed, Terrified and Blinded effects from the target. In addition, it
gives massive amateurs through Clear-Minded status, as it gives +2 strength, intellect and finesse, as well as +5 Wits. Properly used killers and archers can get a huge potential for physical harm, and mages can use it to inflate their spells. 5 Raise Bloated Corpse Observant players can start watching how corpses never disappear from the Original Sin 2.
When players return to any place that has seen the battle, the corpses of enemies and NSPs remain. This visual choice enhances the game's necromancy skill set along with other special skills that interact with corpses. One such useful early skill is raise bloated corpse. Players who use this can revive zombies as a creature only 1 AP. But they not only get
an additional companion, but also this companion has a detonation option, which makes it explode and face an AOE violation. Players can get this skill from Mona Fort Joy. 4 Conjure Incarnation of the early fight original sin 2 can easily overwhelm the newcomers, especially when opponents come in a lot. Thanks to conjure incarnation, characters with
summons can even chance. In addition, Conjure Incarnate acquires the characteristics of the surface on which it is summoned. This gives it a fireball when called into fire or restoration when summoned into the water. Nebora Fort Joy sells this ability as a skill book, which is a great way to earn this handy skill early in the game. Conjure Incarnate can easily
take enemies out of the country. 3 Adrenaline characters work with a very limited AP pool, which means they can only perform certain actions, especially at the beginning of the game. It is this warning that makes Rogues and Scoundrel professionals standout in the early parts of the campaign because they can maximize their AP by juggling certain skills. One
such skill is adrenaline, which gives Rogues and Scoundrels an AP boost. For example, Rogues using adrenaline will immediately receive a +2 AP fine for -2 AP at the next turn. Using this skill doesn't break sneaking or invisibility, so it's very convenient for murders and surprise attacks. But more interesting is whether and mobile ranged fighters like the
Rangers to use this opportunity with rush, it can mitigate the adrenaline AP penalty. Players can get adrenaline from Hilde Fort Joy. 2 Tactical Retreat Great strategists not only know when to strike, but also when to stand up and retreat. Weaker fighters such as Rogues, Rangers and Wayfarers can take advantage of tactical retreat. After all, it helps them
almost immediately to move away from sticky situations. Thanks to this skill, the characters get Haste for one turn and teleport to another place, perfect for escaping from the enemy's line of sight. Players can get a tactical retreat from butter at Fort Joy if they reach level 4 first. And while this does not give any offensive advantages, it is still convenient to learn
especially characters that can keep away. 1 Battering Ram One of the best ways to fight is to eliminate the distance between enemies and party melee fighters. Thanks to Battering Ram, they can turn to goal and still deal with damage along the way. With this skill melee the soldier can rush forward in a straight line toward the destination. Interestingly, any
opponent who falls in battering ram's way will be hit for half the injury and knocked down. This skill, which can be purchased from Kali Fort Joy, can help melee fighters close the range of fighters quickly. And if they have other skills such as the Bouncing Shield or Battle Stomp, they can still cope with the damage from the middle range. NEXT: 10 Pro Tips on
How to Play Divinity Original Sin 2 Next Fallout 4: 15 Most Powerful Enemies, Ranked Related Topics Lists of Divinity: Original Sin 2 About By Author Rhenn Taguiam (282 articles published) More from Rhenn Taguiam Taguiam
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